
TOUGH...
AKE A HARD
LOOK AT

/HAT YOU'RE
BUYING!

@mi
You want a tough, durable garden tractor. So you get

tough. Start asking a lot of hard questions. Be a tough
customer... and you'll get a tough tractor.

INTRODUCTORY OFFER SALE
(Offer Expires April 30)

Model JJSL SALE
108, 8 H.P., with 34” mower $1278 *1045
210. 10H.P., heavy dutyKoehler Engine $ « efifi

with 38" mower 1944 I
220. 10H.P., heavy dutyKoehler Engine 1"WOC

with 38" mower, hydrive 2262 ■ / TfJ
222, 12H.P., heavy dutyKoehler Engine, _

hydrive. with 38" mower 2509 1995
224, 14H.P., with heavy dutyKoehler Engine. S<IDAe

hydrive, with44" mower 2695
446, 16H.P., twin hydrive with hi clearance, IAYOC

48" mower 3346 j£ww9
ONLY *5O DOWN

LAWN CARE OF PA.
Sales & Service

Martindale, PA 17549
1 mile north of Martindale

on Grist Mill Road
Ph: 215-445*4541

Mon„ lues., Thurs., Fri. 8 to 8
Wed. 8 to 5
Sat. 8 to 2

A little out of the »ay ..

buta lot less to pay.

Lancaster Farming, Saturday, April 21,1979

LIFE on the farm
By DIETER KKIEG

“Hey, Marv, I need some help with
this one!”

interference from them is reduced to
a minimum

Staggering towards me with an
armful of rocks his eyes scanning
the ground for more Marvin
meandered to the flatbed wagon and
dropped the stones.

It's a tough job one that's not
only, hard on a man’s back and legs,
but also on his enthusiasm. It’s the
kind of chore that’s extremely boring
when you’re by yourself, but bearable
if there’s company.

"That one must be pregnant," he
said, as he approached with a
sheepish grin on his face.

Our calloused hands stood up to
the constant lifting, pulling and
pushing. Rocks ground soil into our
palms in a "mortar and pestle”
fashion. We used our arm, back and
leg muscles and usually we could tell
by the end of the day or at least by
the following morning that we had
labored considerably.

“Must be,” I said laughingly, “let's
get it out of here before it produces a
whole lot of little ones for us to pick
up next year”

Grabbing it by each end, Marvin
and I lifted the heavy rock and
carefully deposited it on to the wagon
which was almost full. We had picked
thousands of stones sometimes
spending entire afternoons at this
task which some people say requires
"a strong back and a weak mind."

Normally one of us would lift and
carry a rock by himself if it didn't
weigh over about 150 pounds. A few
weighed much more than that,
requiring two or three to carry it, and
if that wasn't enough we resorted to
tractor power.

Most Pennsylvania farmers aren’t
fortunate enough to not have to
remove wagon-loads of stones from
their fields each year. You can pick a
field clean this year and next year
there’ll be more.

„

Nobody looks forward to an af-
ternoon of rock picking, but there
were some nice things about it: It
gave a fellow the chance to exercise
his muscles, and if the weather was
nice you could get a neat tan.

Marvin, our hired man on Dad’s
York County farm, said it well when
he jokedthat rocks get pregnant and
reproduce. Sometimes it’s hard to
believe how many rocks appear from

What made it amusing was when
Marvin came up with some funny
comment like a rock being pregnant
... and then I could ask him if he was
responsible.

year to year. As every farmer knows,
rocks are removed from fields to that

, machinery can be operated safely and
“Heck no," he’d say, “what do you

think I am 7"

9H632 Md-NEW-HOPEs Rebel Elevation, EX(93)
USDA 1/79PD.('74) +slo4 +IIB7M —.11% +26F20% RPT.
HPA 1/79+1 10 PDT 24% RPTY.

For Performance ...

In The Milking String

And In The Show Ring

CALL FOR PROFESSIONAL TECHNICIAN OR DIRECT HERD SERVICE

Sire Power and NEBA offer full service
to high P D sires such as NEW-HOPE
For the best in AI sires and service call
NEBA-Sire Power today

RD #2,Tunkhannock, Pa 18657
Phone (717) 836-3127 or 3168

25


